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Energetic ion transport has been one of key issues in a 
conventional helical system like CHS because the mixing of 
toroidal and helical magnetic field results in orbit losses of 
trapped particles . In National Institute for Fusion Science, 
design work of quasi-axisymmetric(qa) helical system is 
being undertaken in both aspects of physics and engineering 
as a post-CHS device[I-3]. The basic concept of CHS-qa is 
to improve trapped particle orbits with realizing tokamak-
like, axisymmetric magnetic field configuration. 
In CHS-qa, particle orbits are roughly classified into two 
groups. One is passing orbit and another is toroidally 
trapped (or banana) orbit. Particle orbits in CHS-qa are quite 
similar to those in tokamak. Helically trapped orbit, which 
plays an important role in energetic ion transport in CHS, is 
not seen in CH?-qa. However, it is noted that the qa 
configuration is not perfectly axisymmetric as seen in Ref. 2 
and this leads to collisionless radial diffusion of toroidally 
trapped particles. A typical orbit of radially diffusing banana 
particle is shown in Figure 1. Toroidally trapped particles 
drift at their banana tip due to ion grad- B drift. In a perfect 
axisymmetric magnetic field configuration, banana particle 
orbit becomes closed loop in the poloidal projection because 
drifts of banana particles at the upper and lower tip are 
completely canceled. However, if there exists residual non-
axisymmetric magnetic field ripple component, the drifts at 
the tips are not perfectly canceled and as a result, toroidally 
trapped particles start to diffuse radially even if they do not 
experience collision. This process is important especially in 
peripheral region. Collisionless ripple diffusion of banana 
particles occurs even in tokamak because of discreetness of 
toroidal coils and this is also one of major concerns in 
tokamak experiments . 
We have explored optimized configuration of qa in the 
point of view of magnetic well and/or ballooning 
characteristics with scanning aspect ratio(A p )' In order to 
see which configuration is good in confining energetic ions, 
loss rate of energetic ions was calculated by MCPTC code 
for different Ap configurations. Figure 2 shows loss rate of 
D-T alpha particles as a function of orbit following time for 
various configurations; 2b28, 2b39, 2b46 and 2a36. In this 
computation, each configuration is normalized to be 1000 
m 3 / 5 T and alphas are launched at ria of 0 .25. 
Confinement property of alphas in smaller Ap configuration 
seems to be better than that in larger Ap configuration. One 
of candidates to explain this is difference of rotational 
transform between configurations. As Ap becomes low, 
rotational transform tends to be high. It is also seen that 
confinement of alphas in the 2a36 configuration, which is 
designed to be alpha particle optimized configuration, is 
surely better than that in other configurations . Next, 
optimized installation of NB on an acutal machine, for 
instance, injection angle, energy and resulting deposition of 
beam ions will be considered. 
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Fig. 1 Typical orbit of radially diffusing toroidally trapped 
particle in CHS-qa 
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Fig. 2 Loss rate of alpha particles as a function of orbit 
following time for various Ap configuration. 2a36 is alpha 
particle-optimized configuration with toroidal periods of 2 
and aspect ratio of 3.6. Other configurations were obtained 
with intending optimization for ballooning characteristics . 
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